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The current intense interest in polynuclear clusters stems not
only from their aesthetically pleasing structures, magnetic
interactions, and magnetostructural correlations, but also
from the discovery that some function as nanoscale magnetic
particles, or single-molecule magnets (SMMs).[1] Below their
blocking temperature (TB), such molecules behave as mag-
nets and exhibit hysteresis in scans of magnetization versus
dc field. This behavior results from the combination of a large
ground spin state (S) with a large and negative (easy-axis
type) magnetoanisotropy. SMMs have several potential
applications, including high-density information storage, in
which each bit of information is stored as the magnetization
orientation of an individual molecule, and quantum compu-
tation, in which the molecules can serve as qubits.

Although there are many known species displaying SMM
behavior,[1–5] most of which are manganese–carboxylate
complexes,[3–5] there is a continuing need for new SMMs.
One of the most successful synthetic approaches to new
polynuclear clusters involves the use of chelating ligands
containing alkoxide functions, since these are good bridging
groups and, thus, favor the formation of polynuclear prod-
ucts.[4] Recently, we have been investigating the use of 1,3-
propanediol (H2pd) and 2-methyl-1,3-propanediol (H2mpd)
in manganese–carboxylate chemistry. Herein, we report the
syntheses, crystal structures, and magnetic properties of two
new 3D coordination polymers based on [Mn19Na(m4-O)9(m3-
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O)(m3-OH)3(O2CMe)9(pd)9(H2O)3][OH] (1) and [Mn19Na(m4-
O)9(m3-O)(m3-OH)3(O2CMe)9(mpd)9(H2O)3][OH] (2) repeat-
ing units. Compounds {1·0.5MeCN·6H2O}1 and {2·6H2O}1,
which are the first manganese complexes with the ligands
H2pd and H2mpd, have open-framework structures with
nanometer-sized channels and, in addition, behave as
SMMs.[5]

The reaction of [Mn3O(O2CMe)6(py)3]·py (py= pyridine),
H2pd, and NaClO4 in a 1:5:2 molar ratio in MeCN led to the
isolation of {1·0.5MeCN·6H2O}1 in 23% yield after several
weeks (single crystals could be obtained as {1·3H2O}1). When
the same reaction was repeated with H2mpd instead of H2pd,
with the reactants in a 1:5:1 molar ratio, {2·6H2O}1 was
isolated in 25% yield (single crystals could be obtained as
{2·3H2O}1). As the crystal structures and magnetic properties
of 1 and 2 are strikingly similar, only those of 1 will be
described; structural figures and plots of dc and ac magnetic-
susceptibility data for 2 are provided in the Supporting
Information.

The crystal structure of {1·3H2O}1, in the cubic space
group P213,

[6] reveals that 1 (Figure 1a) is a mixed-valent
complex, containing seven MnII ions and twelve MnIII ions, as
determined by bond-valence calculations,[7] charge consider-
ations, and inspection of the metric parameters. The man-

ganese–oxygen core of 1 (Figure 1b) consists of three equi-
lateral triangles stacked one above the other. The basal
triangle contains ten manganese ions, nine on its edges, and
the tenth near its center, whereas the middle and apex
triangles contain six and three manganese ions, respectively,
all of which lie on their edges. The manganese ions of the core
are held together by nine m4-O

2�, one m3-O
2�, and three m3-

OH� ions,[8] resulting in an overall triangular-pyramidal-
frustum topology (Figure 1b). The peripheral ligation of 1 is
completed by nine bridging pd2� ligands, nine bridging
O2CMe

� ligands, and three terminal H2O molecules.
Each Mn19 aggregate is connected through three m3-

O2CMe
� ligands to a Na+ ion. One of the m3-O2CMe

� groups
links Mn1 and Mn5 with the Na+ ion, whereas the other two
m3-O2CMe

� groups link Mn5 with the Na+ ion and the
symmetry-related Mn5 ions of two other Mn19 units, resulting
in a 3D coordination polymer (Figure 2a). To our knowledge,
Mn19 is the highest-nuclearity repeating unit reported for a
manganese coordination polymer. Note that although the
Mn19 units are bridged not only through the Na

+ ions, but also
directly through m3-O2CMe

� ligands, the shortest Mn···Mn
separation between the Mn19 units is relatively large
(5.52(1) A). A close examination of the packing of 1 revealed
a highly ordered 3D structure that contains large channels
with dimensions of approximately 12 B 16 A2 (Figure 2b,c).
These channels are nearly empty, containing only a very small
proportion of H2O molecules and OH� counterions. In fact,
approximately 44% of the crystal structure of {1·3H2O}1 is
void space.

Measurements of the molar dc magnetic susceptibility
(cM) of a microcrystalline sample of {1·6H2O·0.5MeCN}1
were made over the temperature range 5.0–300 K in an
applied field of 0.1 T. The cMT value at 300 K is
54.15 cm3mol�1K, and it increases with decreasing temper-
ature to a maximum of 73.68 cm3mol�1K at 15.0 K, before
decreasing to 69.30 cm3mol�1K at 5.00 K (see Supporting
Information). The data indicate that 1 has a large ground spin
state. Given the size of the molecule, it is not possible to apply
the Kambe method to determine the individual pairwise
exchange-interaction parameters between the manganese
ions, and direct matrix-diagonalization methods are also
computationally unfeasible. To determine the ground state,
magnetization data were collected in the temperature range
1.8–10.0 K and the magnetic-field range 0.1–1 T (see Sup-
porting Information). The data were fit by assuming that only
the ground state is populated and by including axial zero-field
splitting (DŜz2) and Zeeman interactions. A very good fit was
obtained with S= 23/2, D=�0.086(3), and g= 1.99(1).

As described elsewhere,[3b,4d] reliable conclusions about
the S value can be provided by ac magnetic-susceptibility
measurements, which can also detect the slow magnetization
relaxation suggestive of SMMs. Frequency-dependent out-of-
phase ac susceptibility signals (cM’’) were indeed detected for
1 below approximately 2.8 K (but no peaks were observed),
along with a concomitant decrease in the in-phase signal
(Figure 3). Extrapolation of the cm’T versus T plots to 0 K
(from temperature ranges not affected by the decrease in cm’
arising from slow relaxation) gives a value of approximately
70 cm3mol�1K, which is consistent with that expected for an

Figure 1. a) The molecular structure of 1. b) The manganese–oxygen
core of 1; the green lines connecting the manganese ions emphasize
the triangular-pyramidal-frustum topology. Na pink, Mn blue, O red,
C gray. Hydrogen atoms and the free OH� ion are omitted for clarity.
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S= 23/2 system (assuming g� 1.98). The ac susceptibility
data, thus, support the S= 23/2 ground state determined from
fits of the magnetization data.

Scans of magnetization versus dc field made on single
crystals using a micro-SQUID (superconducting quantum
interference device) setup confirmed that 1 is a SMM.[9]

Below 1.1 K, hysteresis loops, the diagnostic behavior of
magnets, were detected (Figure 4), their coercivity increases
with decreasing temperature, as expected for SMMs. How-
ever, the hysteresis loops do not show steps characteristic of
the quantum tunneling of magnetization (QTM); this behav-
ior is typical for large SMMs, which are more susceptible to
step-broadening effects associated with low-lying excited
states, intermolecular interactions, and distributions of local
environments due to ligand and solvent disorder.[3a, 4e,f, 5b]

In summary, the use of H2pd and H2mpd in manganese–
carboxylate chemistry resulted in the isolation of two novel
3D coordination polymers based on an unprecedented Mn19

Figure 2. The polymeric structure of {1·3H2O}1. a) View emphasizing
the connectivity of the Mn19 units. b) Wire-frame and c) space-filling
representations viewed along the c axis, emphasizing the large chan-
nels. Na pink, Mn blue, O red, C gray. Hydrogen atoms, free OH� ions,
and cocrystallized H2O molecules are omitted for clarity.

Figure 3. Temperature-dependence of a) the in-phase (cM’) and b) the
out-of-phase (cM’’) ac magnetic susceptibility of {1·0.5MeCN·6H2O}1
at the indicated ac frequencies.

Figure 4. Field-dependence of the magnetization (hysteresis loops) of
single crystals of {1·3H2O}1 at the indicated temperatures; the
magnetization (M) is normalized to its saturation value (MS).
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repeating unit. These 3D networks were prepared under mild
conditions (room temperature and atmospheric pressure)
with self-assembly processes directed by metal–ligand coor-
dination, and have open-framework structures with nano-
meter-sized channels. The Mn19 repeating unit has an
aesthetically pleasing structure, in which the manganese
ions have a triangular-pyramidal-frustum topology. The
repeating unit also has a large ground spin state of S= 23/2
and displays SMM behavior (in-phase and out-of-phase ac
magnetic susceptibility signals, and hysteresis loops in scans of
magnetization versus dc field). Attempts to remove the
cocrystallized solvent molecules from {1·3H2O}1 and
{2·3H2O}1 are underway, as are studies of the thermal
stability, permanent porosity, and N2 sorption of the com-
pounds; these investigations will be reported elsewhere in the
near future. Finally, the supramolecular architecture of
{1·3H2O}1 and {2·3H2O}1 offers a variety of possibilities for
accessing interesting newmaterials, including the insertion (in
the channels) of guest molecules (either organic or inorganic,
paramagnetic or diamagnetic) that can affect the structural
and magnetic properties.

Experimental Section
{1·0.5MeCN·6H2O}1: H2pd (0.085 mL, 1.176 mmol) and NaClO4

(0.058 g, 0.470 mmol) were added to a solution of [Mn3O-
(O2CMe)6(py)3]·py (0.200 g, 0.235 mmol) in MeCN (10 mL). The
reaction mixture was then stirred magnetically for 1 h, resulting in a
dark brown slurry. After filtration, the dark brown filtrate was left
undisturbed at room temperature. After several weeks, dark brown
crystals appeared, and these were allowed to grow for a few more
weeks to give X-ray quality crystals. The crystals were then separated
by filtration, washed with MeCN and dried in vacuum (yield: 0.023 g,
23% based on total Mn content). Elemental analysis (%) calcd for
C46H104.5N0.5O59Mn19Na (1·0.5MeCN·6H2O): C 20.65, H 3.94, N 0.26;
found: C 20.90, H 3.76, N 0.18.

{2·6H2O}1 was prepared by a similar procedure to that described
for {1·0.5MeCN·6H2O}1, except twice the amount of solvent was
used (20 mL MeCN), and a 1:1, rather than 1:2, ratio of [Mn3O-
(O2CMe)6(py)3]·py/NaClO4 was used. The yield was 25%. Elemental
analysis (%) calcd for C54H121O59Mn19Na (2·6H2O): C 23.32, H 4.38;
found: C 23.55, H 4.45.
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